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“Cast iron could well be the ultimate material for loudspeaker enclosures, especially
when cast as a single piece, as here, in an unquestionable strong as well as acoustically
promishing near-spherical shape”.
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In Stereophile: “.....the sound quality can rival speakers costing many times more its price”.
“the combination of (JERN14 ES) compact cast iron satellite speakers with on or more simple powered
sealed box REL T/5i subwoofers gets very close indeed to the state of art, at a fraction of either the price
or the size of a serious speakersystem”.
Audio Exellence in HiFi Critic volume 11 issue 1 www.hificritic.com.
Quotations from Paul Messenger, known from Stereophile,
Hi-Fi Choice and HIFICRITIC MAGAZINE

Cast Iron has much better
sound vibration damping
than aluminium and MDF
wood. So our cabinets vibrate less and are very silent.

New Scanspeak woofermidrange with +- 2 dB
frequency response up to
9 kHz !

The little JERN Tripod
is made like the tall
one.
No wood ring.

Our JERN Speaker Stand
has a 23 kg / 50 lbs Cast
Iron Base Foot for sublime
vibration damping. It is
avaliable in two versions:
95 cm / 3,11 feet and 115 /
3,77 feet.
It has 4 pcs. M8 rubber feet.

The rubber ring allows you to
change the tilt angle of the
loudspeaker.

Our JERN Tripods has Oak legs.
Other wood on special order.
The wooden legs meet in a Solid
Cast Iron Plate, which is screwed
into the JERN14 speaker for a
rigid hold. A wooden ring is
screwed to the legs.

The JERN Rubber Base
is simple but clever.
JERN14 can be tilted
and turned for
individual needs.

High quality casting in
metal for Audi, BMW,
Landrover, McLaren,
Porche, Rolls Royce,
Volvo and Jern Speakers
We have 40 years of experience in
making high quality castings.
Maybe you already use one of our
products today.

JERN ApS - Birkevej 59 - 9600 Aars - DENMARK - (+45) 96 98 17 75 - www.jernspeakers.com - mail@jernspeakers.com
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“Cast iron could well be the ultimate material for
loudspeaker enclosures...”

Scanspeak D2008 tweeter
improved with a wool felt
damping plate.

Detail photo
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“...possibly the very best imaging I’ve ever encounted.”

Now avaliable in 4 colours:
Polar White
Casting Grey
Nordic Black
and Danish Red

JERN Damping Plate:
23 kg / 50 lbs in Solid
Cast Iron.
Comes with 4 pcs M8
rubber feet to avoid
marks on the floor.
The Plate is bolted
to the REL T/5i
Subwoofer
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See more on www.skalform.dk

The organic rounded shape
cabinet reduces diffraction
from edges.
The time correct cabinet let
you hear the tweeter and
woofer sounds at the same
time.
Phase linear crossover using
Mundorf capacitor and coil.
See www.jernspeakers.com
or see more on Facebook,
search for Jernspeakers.
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